CYBER SMART PACIFIC ///

ACTIVITY BOOK ///

PaCSON
PACIFIC CYBER SECURITY OPERATIONAL NETWORK
This book belongs to:
UPHOLD YOUR PRIVACY
UPHOLD

YOUR PRIVACY
UPHOLD

YOUR PRIVACY TO KEEP YOUR PERSONAL INFORMATION SECURE.
CAN YOU FIND THE CLAM?
DESIGN A CYBER SMART POSTER!
UPGRADE TO TWO-FACTOR AUTHENTICATION
UPGRADE TO TWO-FACTOR AUTHENTICATION
UPGRADE

TO TWO-FACTOR AUTHENTICATION SO YOUR ONLINE ACCOUNTS HAVE DOUBLE PROTECTION.
CAN YOU FIND THE PUFFER FISH?
MAZE CHALLENGE!
CONNECT THE DOTS!
UPDATE

YOUR APPS AND SOFTWARE
UPDATE

YOUR APPS AND SOFTWARE
UPDATE

YOUR APPS AND SOFTWARE TO KEEP BUGS AND VIRUSES OUT.
CAN YOU FIND THE HERMIT CRAB?
FIND A WORD!
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PACSON  BACKUPS  CYBER  DEVICE  EMAIL
FILES  HACKER  ONLINE  PASSPHRASE  REPORT
SCAM  SECURITY  WEBSITE  WIFI  SMART
CONNECT THE DOTS!
upsize

your passwords
upsize

Your passwords
UPSIZE

YOUR PASSWORDS SO THEY’RE LONG, STRONG AND HARD TO CRACK.
CAN YOU FIND THE OCTOPUS?
MATCH THE TECH WITH THEIR NAMES!

USB
Laptop
Headphones
Modem
Printer
PC